plotter drawing - Portrait of Maria Argemí (the mother of J.E)

Object: plotter drawing
Place of origin: France (made)
Date: 1970 (made)
Artist/Maker: Jaume Estapà (artist)
Materials and Techniques: Plotter drawing
Credit Line: Given by the artist
Museum number: E.1249-2011

Gallery location: Prints & Drawings Study Room, level C, case MB2E, shelf DR59

Descriptive line
"Portrait of Maria Argemí", pen plotter drawing, by Jaume Estapà, France, 1970

Physical description
Portrait of the artist’s mother. Colour plotter drawing, green, blue, red, black inks.

Dimensions
Height: 77 cm, Width: 59 cm

Museum number
E.1249-2011

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O1241497/portrait-of-maria-argemi-the-plotter-drawing-jaume-estapa/